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PROTECT 
YOUR

BUS INESS BRAND PEOPLE PROF ITS

Ensure Accountability & 
Return on Investment

Track the life-cycle of incidents
from creation thru closure 

to ensure proper resolution 
and secure your return on 

investment.

Transform the Culture in your Restaurants to 
Reduce Loss & Boost Profits 

Thoroughly Investigate  
Restaurants of Concern

Improve Performance 
Over the Long-term

Our team conducts a holistic 
review in a focused subset of 

your restaurants to identify theft, 
loss, and operational issues that 

are diminishing your profits.

We’re not just catching a 
single event. We’re changing 
the likelihood of future loss 
by addressing contributing 

behaviors head-on.

Deter theft and achieve sustainable food cost reduction over the long-term 
by transforming the culture in your restaurants with deep-dive audits.

Envysion detects behaviors that are unacceptable for safety 

reasons, theft concerns or guest perception concerns. 

Envysion gives me a set of eyes that does much of the work 

for us so our team can focus on the business.” 

Dennis Greve, Director of Operations, Burger King
“

Improve Profitability by Changing Staff Behavior  
with Restaurant Performance Audits 

RESTAURANT SOLUTION SUITE
Audit Programs
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Protect your people and your profits
Transform struggling restaurants into top performers by leveraging our holistic analyses of theft, 

loss, and operational issues. We don’t just look at theft—we also monitor operational issues and 

instances of loss, as each of these behaviors contribute to overall restaurant loss. In order to 

achieve sustainable cost reduction and performance improvement, you must address all three.

THEFT & LOSS

No rings, under-ringing

Refund abuse

Sweethearting

Discount abuse

Back-door traffic (product walking)

OPERATIONAL ISSUES

Poor customer experience

 Uniform violations

 Greet time

Sanitation

Cell phones & calculator use at the POS

Drive-thru timer manipulation

Misuse of register keys or manager cards

Large bill authentication

Back-door Traffic (after dark traffic)
TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION

Save time and have incident reports 

delivered straight to your inbox. You’ll 

have video alongside transactional 

evidence right at your fingertips. Track 

incidents from creation thru close to 

ensure proper resolution of incidents 

and promote accountability throughout 

your organization.

DEEP-DIVE INTO LOSS

We deep dive into restaurants of concern 
to identify and resolve loss issues 
over the long-term, yielding sustained 
improvements in culture and profitability. 


